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The customization options are plentiful, allowing players to include all of their own customizations in
the game. In the middle of the customization system is the item system. Items such as weapons and
armors can be crafted into a desired item, and the characters can wear the items and use them for a
variety of effects. Since its very first release in 2004,'s has been a hit with the MMORPG community.
Several mods have been created specifically for Ran Online, not the least of which is a new 3D hot-
swappable Graphic User Interface. As well, the developers have launched a new expansion, called

The Passage, which contains new content for players to explore. This expansion is free for an
indefinite amount of time, and a new version of the expansion will be released periodically, which
will include new content. BabyRAN En5 is a multiplayer online role-playing game with a fantasy

theme. Players can choose the character type, gender, etc. You can earn experiences and power-ups
while playing online. This server also features a mall where you can purchase weapons, magical

items, ornaments, etc. using the points that you earn. A supported hotfix is available from Microsoft.
However, this hotfix is intended to correct only the problem that is described in this article. Apply
this hotfix only to systems that are experiencing this specific problem. This hotfix might receive

additional testing. Therefore, if you are not severely affected by this problem, we recommend that
you wait for the next software update that contains this hotfix. To download this hotfix from the

MSDN Code Gallery, visit the following Microsoft website:
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